
 EXPLORE YOUR TOWN
Wanders 

5
minute 

Visit a spot on the 
Rainbow Route in 
any order you wish. 
Do one or do them 
all to find out more 
about everyday life 
in Bury’s past. 

4, The Traverse 

Points of interest

Home of the ‘invincible 
cartridge’. A cartridge is simply 
a way of packing together a 
projectile, a propellant and an 
ignition device to be used in a 
gun. From 1865 to 1912 John 
Scotcher had his gunsmiths shop here. The shop had been a 
gunmakers since the early years of the nineteenth century at a 
time when many guns were made by local gunsmiths. 

Private Ernest William Townsend lived 
here. Born in 1876, he served in the 
the Labour Corps of an Agricultural 
Company during World War I. These 
were formed from soldiers no longer 
fit enough for front line combat duties. 
They performed an important role in 
feeding the nation, especially during the 
German U-Boat blockade that almost 
brought Britain to its knees in 1917.

7, Mustow Street
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‘Jigsaw’ 16, Abbeygate Street
The ‘Repository of Arts and West Suffolk Photographic 
Establishment’ was established here in 1864 by William 
Spanton. He founded a photographic collection that was later 
bought and added to by Harold Jarman. Today, the Spanton-
Jarman collection can be 
seen at Suffolk Archives. It 
gives a unique glimpse into 
life in Bury St Edmunds from 
the 1860s to the outbreak of 
WW2.

Abbeygate Street in 1887, 
Queen Victoria’s Jubilee.

59, College Street
Before the twentieth century, if you 
couldn’t support yourself financially 
you might have ended up in a 
workhouse. From 1601, parishes 
were responsible for their poor and 
they worked together in ‘unions’ to run such places. The earliest 
one in Bury St Edmunds was opened in 1621. In 1748 one was 
built here in College Street and by 1777 it had 250 inmates. It 
was closed around 1880.

The artist Rose Mead, who exhibited 
six times at the Royal Academy between 
1896 and 1916, was tragically found 
dead at the bottom of the stairs of her 
studio here in 1946. A feminist and 
colleague of the so-called ‘last bohemian’ 
Augustus John, Rose was a prolific 
artist who used both oil on canvas and 
watercolour on paper. A collection of her 
work is held at Moyses Hall museum. 

18a, Crown Street 

Jean Herring lived near here. 
She was awarded a Civil 
Defence Gallantry Award when 
she was only 23 after helping to 
rescue the crew from a crashed and burning Lancaster Bomber 
at Depden, five miles south west of Bury, in April 1945. She was 
a passenger on a bus which stopped when the plane came down. 
Jean and the driver dragged 2 men out of the burning aircraft.

9, Nowton Road

Oliver James Halls lived here. His was a tragically 
short life, sadly typical of so many Edwardian 
teenagers. One of eight children, his father was a 
brewer’s drayman in the town. He volunteered to fight in World 
War I and joined the Suffolk Regiment in 1916 and fought on 
the Western Front. Oliver was recorded as ‘missing’ in March 
1918 at Arras in Northern France, a town where hundreds of 
men in the Suffolk Regiment were killed during 1917 and 1918.

125, Southgate Street
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OUT AND ABOUT 

FRESH AIR

LEARN SOME HISTORY
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Who lived here? 

Home to an artist

SHORT WALK 

Bury St Edmunds Map 2If you spot a mistake then please let us know. Use the contact form on our website.



Points of interest
Please see overleaf for historical 
facts and information. 

4 The Traverse 

7 Mustow Street 

‘Jigsaw’ 16 Abbeygate Street

59 College Street

18a Crown Street 

125 Southgate Street

9 Nowton Road
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Take A Five Minute Wander
Visit one colour at a time on our Rainbow Route,  
or all seven - it’s up to you.

Please visit 
nhscic.org 
to access our
audio guide 

Contains OS data ©  Crown copyright

WC

WC

     Benches 

     Perch points (low walls etc) 

Facilities

Rest Stops

 
Toilets 

GP surgeries 

Let us know how you got on and tell us how we can improve our walks. Visit www.nhscic.org/walks or scan the QR code to complete our feedback form 

WC

Bury St Edmunds 

Map 2  


